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Update legacy code 
without service interruptions

Build custom call-back features, 
customize cache behavior or 
redirect user traffic based on 
country without interrupting 
production.

Automatically cache content
closest to end users

Reduce load on an origin, or 
latency to the end user. Modify 
assets once they are returned 
from the cache to sign or 
personalize responses. 

Manage web functions 
on a single dashboard

Access audit logs of static 
historical versions of your 
Workers including bundled code, 
deployments, configuration, and 
bindings.

Cloudflare Workers
Everything you need to deliver applications to your end users

Build, deploy and manage code without having to spend time and resources on maintaining 
backend configurations. Cloudflare Workers let you run intensive workloads and simplify 
complex tasks to deliver web applications that meet customers performance expectations. 

Deploy code with exceptional 
performance and reliability
Sleep well as your code scales – effortlessly. 
Cloudflare manages backend configurations like  
auto-scaling and load balancing, so you don’t pay 
for capacity you don’t use. 
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Deploy functions instantly with Workers
Run globally distributed functions for faster response times
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For more information, visit 
www.cloudflare.com/products/workers

Scale projects with built-in 
security from Cloudflare
Get the security and reliability you need with 
out-of-the-box tools from Cloudflare’s security 
ecosystem. Workers offers robust security built 
in including WAF, SSL/TLS, DDoS protection and 
highly reliable DNS & CDN network.
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Why Developers Use Cloudflare
Build powerful applications to scale

Give your DevOps teams the flexibility for front-end development while reducing the complexity of back-end 
maintenance with Cloudflare Workers. Write web functions to help decrease loading and interaction latency while 
receiving all the benefits of security and reliability from Cloudflare’s developer ecosystem. 
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Deploy functions instantly with Workers
Run globally distributed functions for faster response times
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Deliver content faster 
to end users

Deliver your content in the right 
format depending on your user’s 
device. Create redirect requests to 
certain URLs based on a mapped 
object to the request's URL.

Set Workers as your origin 
with custom domains 

Replace your traditional origin 
servers with Workers. Set your 
Worker as the origin server with 
custom domains and leverage the 
power of Cloudflare’s global 
network. 

Customize and localize 
web content

Write Workers scripts to reroute 
site traffic according to user’s 
location to deliver seamless 
user experiences.

For more information, 
visit www.cloudflare.com/products/workers

Create personalized 
app experiences

Collect high-quality first-party 
data to access real-time user 
profiles and state, to deliver 
personalized app experiences 
without managing a ton of 
infrastructure.

Provide a better 
user experiences

Keep customer-facing API 
endpoints closest to customers 
and increase response times 
globally.

Build and deploy 
full stack applications

Combine Workers and our data 
storage and database products 
to build and deploy powerful 
dynamic applications across 
Cloudflare’s 275+ edge network.


